57 lincoln premiere

The Lincoln Premiere was a luxury car model sold by Lincoln in the [1] to model years.
Positioned below the company's Continental Mark II during â€” and above the Capri it was
based on from â€”, it was produced in 2 and 4 door versions which could both accommodate up
to six people. The Premiere was introduced in as an upscale version of the Lincoln Capri. The
Premiere's appearance reflected the Capri's derivation from the radically different concept cars,
the Mercury XM and the Lincoln Futura. It was known for a stylish exterior, high-grade interior
and some unique features, such as optional "factory air conditioning being run through
overhead ducts much like those in an aircraft. The cool air was directed to the roof via a pair of
clear plastic ducts visible through the rear window at each side, connecting upward from the
rear package tray. Four way power seats were standard. These were the first Lincolns produced
at the new Wixom plant, and were made on a unibody platform, Lincoln's first since the
Lincoln-Zephyr. The full-size Lincoln sold poorly in all models, compounded by the economic
recession in the U. The â€”60 Lincoln Premiere was truly hulking. One of the largest cars ever
made regardless of platform, larger than contemporaneous Cadillac Sixty-Specials or Imperials.
With awkwardly canted headlights and heavily scalloped fenders its styling was considered
excessive even in a decade overcome with it. FM radio was a rare option. The model's overkill
reflected the superabundance of styling talent involved in the development and modification of
Lincolns of this vintage. Walker , known for his contribution to the development of the original
Ford Thunderbird , was Vice-President in charge of Styling at Ford during this time. Don
Delarossa, who succeeded Najjar as Chief Stylist of Lincoln, was responsible for the
Continental and Premiere update, and went on to become chief designer at Chrysler in the s. It
was his Ford La Tosca concept car, with its oval overlaid with an "X" theme, that gave birth to
the "slant eyed monster" nickname to the Lincoln front end. From Wikipedia, the free
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Lincoln Ford. Louis, Missouri , United States [2]. Lincoln Capri Mercury Montclair. Continental
Mark series Lincoln Capri. Lincoln H. Lincoln EL. Continental Town Car. Halo car. Personal
luxury car. Continental Mark II. Mark III. Mark IV. Mark V. I posted this on the general forum but
thought I should also put it where the experts are. I just bought another car from my bucket list,
a Lincoln Premier 2 door hardtop. I've never owned a 50s Fin car and this model has always
been one of my favorites. I don't have it yet, need to ship it from Washington state to Texas. It
looks like a good driver with potential for more and it has the factory air setup in the trunk with
the plexiglas tubes coming out of the package shelf. I'd like to hear from anyone who owns a 56
or 57 Premiere and can give me any tips on the car, potential problems, or just your experiences
with it. Here are a few pics:. I had one of these myself and it was an excellent car My buddy
refered to it as the "big pinky". The only trouble I had with it was a leaking front tranny seal. The
metal on the sealing journal of the torque convertor had deteriorate to a point that I had to
install an off-set seal. There were some odd styling themes with the '57's. The headlight system
wasn't a true dual system and the rear wheel tear-drop fender openings didn't match the theme
of the front wheel openings but those bladed fins did set it apart. I LOVE that car! I am trying to
figure out which quarter panel is longer What appears to be a very nice Lincoln sedan is sitting
on a late model Town Car chassis! This forum won't offer too many experts on the 57 Lincoln.
May have to check out the Lincoln clubs and try to locate the Lincoln technical advisor. I think
your car is eye candy though and I have done a lot of research on the 57 Lincolns and gone
after a couple in the past years. Purchased the Collectable Automobile magazine that featured
these cars and have purchased a couple of Lincoln books as well. The power trains were in their
3rd or 4th year and so some bugs were worked out. Your car looks pristine so it's hard to say
what the common failures might be. Good luck, thanks for the photos and keep us updated. It
looks good in the few photos I posted but is far from pristine, I'm hoping it will clean up better in
the flesh. It appears to have potential as a great cruiser which is what I am looking for, but I'm
sure I will have work to do as always You may want to call Bob Hardisty at He owns a and a
Lincoln Convertible. He is our local expert on these Lincolns. Today I saw a pink '57 Lincoln
Premier while I was out driving around, it was sitting in front of a repair shop. You may find
yourself thinking other than Sacrilege after a few bouts with the idiosyncrasies of the "Y" block
in your ' On the other hand, I personally believe in keeping a car as close to they way it was the
day it rolled off the assembly line, now know issues or not. Your '57 is a fantastic example of a
luxury car that in my mind was overall more outstanding than the competition, and I own a '57
Caddy that I frequently make disparaging remarks about for valid reasons having to do with the
engineering of the vehicle. I only drove the car a couple times in hotter weather and did have

some idle problems which made me think vapor lock but it turned out to be the idle speed set
too low. I'll have to see how it goes in the next set of degree days. The 56 and 57 Lincolns have
always been favorite styles but I also think they benefitted from all the engineering that was
done for the Continentals. A lot of these advances do not currently work on my car but I hope to
remedy that I'm not sure of what engineering advances of which you are making references. The
biggest thing that went on with the Continentals was the bench running of each engine for 50
hours, disassembling and measuring strategic components for wear. Those showing any
degree of wear were relegated back to common Lincoln production. Those passing were
re-assembled and put into Continentals. The car mags published articles in both '55 and '56 on
the subject. I recall seeing more than one photo of basically a clean room with a couple of
dozen engines going through the 50 hour test. The Arizona proving grounds at Yucca, Arizona a
bit West of Kingman on I was where Continental engineering was put to the extreme test. You
can find a lot of info on the Continental project and the lead engineers involved on the web. Of
course by the time production began in July of the "Y" block was already a dead duck with
production of it's replacement, the MEL block actually beginning around March of for
production. The Continental was a dead duck at the end of the '56 model year. Those few cars
actually called '57s were actually left over '56s. Iona Body, which produced the Continental
bodies, never produced a body for '57 production. Hey Lincoln experts - I need to do some
brake work on this car but I am not having any luck so far getting brake parts, apparently the
brake shoes are unique enough to not cross reference to more common Ford listings, same
deal with the front wheel bearing seals. The only thing I have found so far are the wheel cylinder
kits. I am actually surprised that this is a problem. My old standard local NAPA opened all the
books after the computer came up empty but had no listings. I have looked on Ebay but see no
brake shoes and only a few very pricy NOS seals. I would prefer not to deal with Kanters, can
anyone recommend other sources or help with a cross reference? If you can see the seal and
have a number,,usually any good bearing supplier will have them or can get them for you. I had
trouble understanding this statement. In the mid's, I drove a Mark II as my everyday car for 3
years. Living in both Oklahoma and south Mississippi, I drove it in lots of hot weather. Never
once did it vaporlock. I wonder if the nature of modern gasoline is a factor in that concern for
vaporlocking. BTW, except for the brakes, which were dangerously inadequate, I loved the car
and put over , trouble free miles on it. I used to have a 57 premiere. I do however still have the
factory repair manual for it. In those days you had a 56 manual with a 57 supplement for
anything different. I'll put them in a box and ship for They are 60 years old but very useable
condition. Thanks for the tips. Most likely you will need to go in from under the dash. Hope you
have a skinny grandson who is into your cars. You need to be a member in order to leave a
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Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood

speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th
Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in
Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leathe
2005 volvo xc90 headlight assembly
moped ignition wiring diagram
ford f150 air conditioner
r interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
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